Rarely on time, and always accurate,
if it ain’t in the papes, it ain’t news.
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Today’s Weather: Sunny, low of 63°,
high of 84°. Water temperature: 83°
(Irwin still approves of the water temp).
Sunrise: 5:36am Sunset: 8:05pm

Session Three		

Free

The Unseen Joys of Hiking
Reflections on the Joys that Belknap’s
Trips Program Has Brought This
Senior Camper
by Max Karpawich
MT. JEFFERSON Ice. Tens of thousands of
frozen droplets pelting our
faces, our backs, the moisture seeping through even
the once-waterproof rain
jackets covering our torsos.
We’ve established a buddy
system for traversing up
the rocky slope, because
the dense mist that we’ve
found ourselves trapped
inside only permits a mere
ten feet of visibility.
Ice weighs down the eyelashes, hairs stand on edge,
and yet the smiles warm all
of our faces. We’ve woken
up at the crack of dawn,
pushed through the mountain’s extreme conditions
with tired muscles and torn
hands, and we’re happy for
it. This is Mt. Jefferson.
On the ride back, we
wake up to Cal laughing
hysterically at our sleeping
faces, dead from the day’s

climb. The boys finish up
the remaining Clif Bars
and blast utterly ELECTRIC music, old and new.
Hiking at Belknap has
always been an experience
that I’ve cherished. It’s no
mistake that I can only
listen to song “Fire Starts
to Burn” on full volume,
given that the first time I
heard it we were rolling
into camp after an all-day
hike, shouting “We won!”
at the top of our lungs
while listening to it on full
blast. It’s no mistake that
when my parents offered to
send me on a school trip,
I chose to go trekking in
Nepal.
In providing all of these
personal anecdotes, I hope
to explain why hiking at
Belknap is an experience
worth trying. Nowhere else
can a person spend hours
upon hours having conver-

A camper enjoys a well-earned PB&J

The 2016 Besserer Division atop Mt. Chocorua

sations with the boys. My Besserer
years, I witnessed two boys talk
for five hours about their predictions for sports teams. In having
these prolonged conversations,
you get to know all sorts of people
at a personal level that you might
never get to know otherwise.
Hiking can also act as a medium
for resolving issues in your mind.
Your subconscious takes over the
rhythms of moving up the mountain, leaving your conscious mind
to wander, thus enabling
you to tackle complex issues
with the hours of time provided. When I would hike
as a young boy, I would
conjure up entire fantasies
that would help me think
of solutions to problems
I faced in the real world.
While hiking on Jefferson,
I was able to decide my
classes for the following
school year, which was an

issue that I had faced throughout
the whole summer.
Finally, hiking gives a unique
feeling of satisfaction, only found
upon the ascension of a mountain. I’ll argue any day that the
best meal is a PB&J sandwich
eaten at the summit of a difficult
climb, and I have Belknap to
thank for that. Belknap hikes have
helped me seek the joy, and they’ll
certainly do the same for you.

Campers in the 1920s near the summit of a mountain
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Out With the Old, In With the New
A Comparison of a Young Buck and an Old Pro
by Reed Soininen

The Old:
Tom “Rat Dog” Wraight, LC ‘05

The New:
Jackson Cruger, LC ‘16

Shauntytown or the back of Little Huck

Shauntytown

Sailing

What is your favorite place in camp?
What is your favorite activity at camp?

Mini Golf

Quesadillas with the bag of guac

What is your favorite meal at camp?

American Chop Suey

“The Weight” by the Band

What is your favorite Belknap song?

“The Bump” by Deer Tick

Samoset
Senior Cabin 2, with Mike Igoe

What is your favorite Adams Cup team?
What was your favorite cabin you were in
as a camper?

Bizeet

Favorite camp cheer?

Abenaki
Cadet Cabin 5
Razoo

Bizou Ball and Water Polo

Favorite Adams Cup game?

Towerball

The lighting of the Four-Pointed Star

Favorite part of Woodcraft?

Band Reports

Three Pine Island

Favorite place to camp out?

Outpost Beach

Interview with the Directors
By Hayden Burke & Gabriel Kozlowski

We caught up with Co-Director team Seth and Steph Kassels,
who were enjoying a moment on the porch of Conlon Lodge
after a busy day of meeting with the Board of Trustees.

Seth: Getting
to work in this
magical place
every day

What is your favorite activity at camp?
Steph: Campfires

What compelled you to
take the job of co-directors?

Seth: Sailing, Bizou Ball, Baseball

Seth: Being able to come back and continue the Belknap tradition

What are the most challenging parts of being directors?
Seth: Quality control of the Chicken Patties

What does the spirit of Belknap mean to you, and how do you
see it in campers?

Steph: Making sure that enough pinecones fall for candlelight,
and managing the waitlist.

Steph: The spirit of camp is the kindness, the joy, and brotherhood we see in all the campers each and every day.

What do you like about being the directors?

What is your favorite place in camp?

Steph: Being outside under the pines with all the great campers
and leaders

Steph: Adams Trail
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Razoos and Rumblings
Your One-Stop Spot for All the Hip, Hop and Happenings Around Belknap

Dave’s Top 10

Quinn’s Word of the Day:

spanghew (v)
to throw violently into the air; especially : to
throw (a frog) into the air from the end of a
stick

Dear Peter

Our Award-Winning Advice Columnist
Answers Your Pressing Questions
Dear Peter, I’m trying to grow tomatoes, but
struggling. What can I do to help my tomatoes
grow better?
- MISSING MY KETCHUP IN THE
JUNIOR DIV
Well, you start by watering them 2-3 times a day. You don’t want
to water the leaves you want to water the base of the plant. If
you water the leaves, the water evaporates from the leaf taking
water from the plant. But I normally just yell at them to grow,
and they listen, and they grow. It’s also great to chase every chipmunk you see so they are afraid of you, and they don’t come near
your tomatoes.
Dear Peter, At what point does your Chicago sports gear just become
ironic?
- SOX FAN IN THE PEQUOD
Never. Cubbies for life. I guess it’s ironic when I wear Bears stuff
and always accurate.

By David Hamilton Irwin

1. Buddy Checks
2. NYMCAH Lifejackets
3. Water Lacrosse
4. Sling Like a Pro Board
5. Huck Finn Fishing Rods
6. Splashboats
7. Low Ropes, in general
8. The USA World Cup ’94 poster in UTC
9. Gimp
10. All Boats in Flag

because it’s bad, but I don’t think that’s the definition of irony.
Does it become ironic ever? I don’t think so.
Dear Peter, My mustache won’t come in as thick or as lush as I’d like
it to. What can I do to really get it going?
- BALD UPPER LIP IN THE CADETS
That’s the kind of thing where yelling also works. Yelling at yourself in the mirror. Combing the spot above your lip, massaging
the hair follicles, increasing the blood flow to the mustache area.
It’s just simple science, actually. And of course, you’ve gotta eat
your veggies.
Dear Peter, I’m struggling to find gainful employment. How can I
make myself more attractive in the eyes of potential employers?
- CAMPING OUT IN THE NEW LANDS
Definitely have a mustache, that really helps. A suit that is just a
little bit too small, showing your ankles when you walk around
is also great, but you have to wear socks that don’t match, otherwise it’s not going to do you any good. Otherwise, you could
become a substitute teacher; that way, you can do your passion,
but only on days when others can’t do it for you.
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LITs Sport Mullets in Ultimate
Fashion Statement
Catching up with Colin McCallister and his hopes to inspire
a movement
by Nate Bannister
BARBER’S POLE - Anyone with an eye for haircuts
around camp has likely
noticed that there have
been some pretty interesting
hairdos popping up around
Belknap lately. I caught up
with one of the dudes with
the sleekest cuts, Colin McCallister, to learn more about
Artist’s Rendering
the inspiration behind the cuts.
When asked the simple question, “Why, Colin…why?” he
responded with the simple and direct explanation that he and
the LITs “just decided it was mullet season.” This answer, of
course, required me to press him for more.
“I just wanted mullets to come back!” McCallister says excitedly, running his hand over is racing stripes. “Bottom line:
they are just cool, plain and simple. It’s MULLET SEASON,
BABY!”
A seasoned veteran of the camp fashion world such as
myself knows that there are often underlying reasons behind
fashion trends beneath the pines. With Colin and his mullet,
the situation proved to be no different.
“It’s about the movement, ultimately,” says McCallister. “I
hope other people outside of camp will catch on to this. In
my head, people will ask me why I have a mullet, and I will
tell them ‘It’s mullet season! It’s a movement!’ and it will catch
on. The first place I am going to spread it is Texas, where I
will be going to school. From there, it will spread across the
whole country.”
There you have it, folks, the movement behind the mullets.
Asked to provide any final words of wisdom or advice to others wishing to join the movement, McCallister had only this
to say: “IT’S MULLET SEASON!”
Good stuff. Compelling, and rich.
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With Many Thanks to Our Sponsors,
Who Help Make the Daily Bugler
Possible:

Judy and Mandie’s
Congo Bars!
Made fresh daily from scratch, with all
natural ingredients and
a little bit of love!

“Call ‘em squares, call ‘em bars, just
don’t call me late for them Congos!”
- Paul Moore, Satisfied Customer

Tennis Lessons With
Austin Coyne

One lesson with him, and you’ll
be feeling a lot better about your
tennis game!
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GAMES and SPORT
16-and-Under Baseball
Breaks Even on the Session
Team Regains Dignity Against Tecumseh
After Blowout Loss to Winaukee
by Nick Gresla
CLARK FIELD - The struggling Belknap baseball team
hoped to notch another win on their 1-2 record on the
summer. The game against Winaukee started off well
when starting pitcher Joe Norberg only let up two walks.
However, the Belknap offense stayed quiet, scoring no
runs.
The next inning would not go like the first, with
Norberg letting up four runs in the second, followed by
three in the third. His outing was over after two innings
pitched and Coach Austin Coyne made the call to the
bullpen, bringing in reliever Ben Rosenthal, who let up
eight runs over the next two innings. Reliever Quinton
Eastman was finally able to slow the bleeding, getting
Belknap out of a monster inning and only letting up two
runs.
The offense was never able to recover from their 15
run deficit, and took the 16-1 loss.
The next game, on Monday, July 31, versus Tecumseh
proved to bolster the boy’s spirits and record. Belknap
used their disciplined eyes to take advantage of a wild
Tecumseh pitcher, who walked in three runs.
Tecumseh then made a pitching change, and the new
pitcher threw strikes. This proved to be good for the
Belknap bats, who combined over the next two innings
to score nine runs.
Towards the end of the game, Belknap’s defense began
to make many errors, and Tecumseh cut the Belknap
lead to one run. In the end, Belknap was able to hold on
to the 12-11 victory.

Reading High School Legend:
The Frank Oskie Story

Read the autobiography of Reading High School’s
greatest football player, who once had 27 interceptions
in one game, 14 returned for touchdowns
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Seniors Down Besserers in 8-0
Reuben Romp
by Nick Gresla
It was a no-brainer as to who would win Belknap’s classic
game of Reuben this past Saturday night. For the first four
games, the Seniors dominated, giving them the 4-0 lead.
In game five, the Seniors started to let their foot off the
gas and only pulled off a narrow victory. At that point,
the Seniors had already won, but three more games were
played just for fun.

On sale today
from the guy
with the cart
down at the
bridge in
Wolfeboro!
Seriously, tell Rat Dog if you read this part.

SPORTS!
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